DISCOVER COLOR

Ages 8-12

THE DELAWARE CONTEMPORARY
Color isn't just a color.

Did you know colors have feelings, relationships and temperatures?
Artists use colors to convey a mood in their artwork.

feeling love

feeling sick

feeling brave!

Use your markers to make your own emoticons.
Just like people, colors have relationships. Colors can look different depending on what colors they’re next to too.

**COMPLEMENTARY COLORS** are opposite each other on a color wheel.

Complementary colors make each other stand out.

**ANALOGOUS COLORS** are next to each other on a color wheel.

Analogous colors make each other blend in.
COLOR & TEMPERATURE

Artists often use color to show when things are hot or cold.

Use your markers to practice using warm and cool colors.

Draw a hot summer day

Draw a cool winter day
Go on a gallery hunt and find the following types of color.

- I found artwork with happy colors.
- I found artwork with sad colors.
- I found artwork with complementary colors.
- I found artwork with analogous colors.
- I found artwork with warm colors.
- I found artwork with cool colors.
Choose a work of art that displays the most of colors.

Using your markers, fill in the squares with as many colors as you see.